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Motivation: 
 

Our project was about statistics regarding delays within airports, focusing primarily on weather, 
but also on other aspects. Our main objective was to create an interesting visualization that still allowed 
the user to accurately and easily obtain data without having too many extra features. The intent for this 
project was for people to use and reference the data easily, and to detect trends within the data for use in 
actual flight plans. Our hypothesis was that the data would be best represented in a ranking format to 
allow the users to interact with it and find specific flights within certain months in order to check the 
chances of a flight being cancelled or delayed. 
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Design Evolution: 
 

Our original idea focused around gathering data regarding school closures, especially with RPI. 
We had intended to gather school closure and delay for various schools in the area as well as local 
weather data in order to analyze the relationship between weather patterns and likelihood of school 
closures. The first week and a half of our project revolved around gathering that data. With that in mind, 
we worked to gather data regarding this information. However, neither RPI nor Russell Sage College 
seemed to record their snow days/closures, and none of 
this information was easily obtainable online. After a 
long chase through administration lines, we decided to 
give up on the idea. As a result, we switched over to the 
airport idea, as it seemed to line up on the same vein. 
 

For our visualization, we initially decided upon 
using LineUp as our primary source of visualizations, as 
we wanted our data to be as clear as possible. We 
avoided D3, since we didn’t need the tools that D3 
provides in order to create the final product we were 
looking for and neither of us had much experience at all 
with javascript and thus a D3 implementation of this 
would likely be outside the scope of this project. 
Additionally, we quickly realized that with the amount of 
information we were wanting to analyze and display, it 
would be almost impossible to have a dynamically 
updating tool that a user could interact with seeing as it 

http://www.transtats.bts.gov/Tables.asp?DB_ID=120


takes almost 20 seconds for the tool we are using to generate a streamgraph for even our most limited set 
of data. As a result we opted to instead create a series of static visualizations that could give a wide 
overview of the data we wanted to 
display, with the possibility of adding in 
interactivity in future if we decide to 
further develop this idea after this project. 
We started using LineUp as we thought 
this would be the most effective tool for 
this data and later, we chose to add in 
stream graphs, as we wanted the user to be 
able to see trends as well as specific data. 
As a result, we decided to stick with 
LineUp and stream graphs for this project. 
For the LineUp portion of our 
visualization, we first preprocessed the 
data, and visualized multiple sets of data 
to see the different variations, ie. we used 
only NY airports, or checked delays with 
a specific airliner. Later, we realized that 
it was inconvenient to spread apart the 
data, so we decided rather to do a large 
amount of preprocessing in order to make 
the data more agreeable. Previously, the 
data looked something like what is on the 
right. Later, we cleaned it up and made it look much more organized 
 
By doing this we were able to clean up the data to make it look much neater, allowing for easier reading 
of the data, as well as less clutter for the user to have to look through. 
 
 
 

On the streamgraph end of things the first step was to go through 60 csv data files (one for each 
month of data being analyzed) each containing information for about 500,000 individual flights. A sample 
of the data files analyzed for the streamgraphs is included below. 
 

 
 



We wrote a parser to go through and pick out what information was actually needed for the 
streamgraphs and print out to a file the month by month total flight statistics for every U.S. airport. As 
you may expect, this process ran very slowly with so much data to process and as a result this step of the 
process took a long time to get working correctly. A sample of the total month by month statistics data 
that was printed out is included below. 

 

 
 

Once this slow processing step had been completed, the next step was to simply take all of this 
information that we have calculated and format it into csv files that can be plugged into the streamgraph 
tool in order to create the final visualizations. We wrote another parser to convert from the above format 
into several different csv files for different visualizations we wanted to make (we ended up with multiple 
streamgraphs in order to analyze various different aspects of the data as well as using several different 
subsets of the data to allow for more careful analysis of individual data. We began by creating a 
streamgraph depicting the average weather delay time per flight over time for every airport in the U.S. 
This ended up creating quite an interesting visualization (shown below) that was very useful for analyzing 
general trends in the data, however it is essentially impossible to pick out information regarding specific 
airports in order to compare them to each other. 



 
Our initial streamgraph visualization showing average delay time per flight over time for airports using data for all airports in the 
U.S. As you can see it is very clear to pick out general trends in the data (i.e. there is a large spike in delays every winter and a 
smaller spike every summer) however it is impossible to differentiate the colors from one another in order to get information on 

any particular airport. 
 

After seeing this visualization, we decided that visualizations of the entire data set are useful for 
general trends, but in order to allow users to discern information about individual airports we would need 
to use a more limited data set. As such we created some visualizations using only New York airports in 
order to give an idea of how these visualizations could be used as we figured that people are mostly going 
to want to compare airports in the same general area to one another so a visualization showing all airports 
in NY state would likely be handy when deciding which to go to. Two of these New York specific 
visualizations have been included below. 



 
Our next version streamgraph visualization showing average delay time per flight over time for airports using data for only New 

York airports.. As you can see it is much easier to see information for individual airports in this version. 
 

 
A streamgraph depicting percentage of arriving flights that are delayed for each airport in New York. 

 
 



At this point in the process we received in class feedback regarding our streamgraph design and 
made several finalized visualizations using this feedback. We won’t include all our images however they 
can all be found on our GIT repository under Streamgraphs -> Final Visuals. 

 
Our final version streamgraph visualization showing average delay time per flight over time for airports using data for only New 
York airports. As you can see it is easier to find which airport goes with each color and aldo much simpler to see which months 

of the year the various spikes/dips occur in. 
 

 

 
Streamgraphs comparing percentage of arrivals delayed over time (left) to percentage of departures delayed over time (right) for 
airports in New York. As you can see, the streamgraphs are almost identical which makes a lot of sense since presumably if an 

arrival comes in late, the next flight using that plane will also need to be delayed. 



 
Our final version streamgraph visualization showing average delay time per flight over time for airports using data for all 

Northeast airports (Northeast = ME, VT, NH, MA, RI, CT, NY, PA, NJ). This makes for a good middle ground visualization as 
far as quantity of data goes since it gives a good general idea of overall trends like the one depicting all U.S. airports but it also is 

still possible to see how much impact individual airports have on overall trends, even if you can’t really tell which airports in 
particular they are. 

 
Peer Feedback: 
 

Feedback was divided into two parts, one involving the streamgraphs and the other involving 
ranking through LineUp. With the LineUp review, most of the people interviewed were very interested in 
the data, as many people fly to get to the area. With the main focus being the preservation of the data, 
most people were very happy with what we had. The main issue many people had was the numbers being 
incredibly all of the place, with 15 different categories of delays and cancellations cluttering up much of 
the page. In addition, many groups asked for clarification on what certain categories meant, or other 
details. Using this information, I heavily processed the data, condensing down a large amount of the 
numbers into three distinct categories, while also properly labeling most of the numbers and data in a 
clear and distinct way. I also discovered many faults with the data through this further preprocessing step, 
creating something I can actually talk about as a large source of error.  
 

As for the streamgraph side of things, we were mainly asking people for feedback regarding 
streamgraph layout, design, and readability. People had some very helpful advice as far as this goes to 
help improve the quality of the streamgraphs. The biggest piece of advice people gave was that the x-axis 
was confusing to interpret and follow. At that time, the visualization we had included an x axis with 
intervals every half year and year values listed as 2013, 2013.5, 2014, 2014.5 and so on. This labelling 



scheme proved very confusing for people and they had a lot of difficulty determining when in the year 
each point on the streamgraph was. We modified to x-axis to make it clearer by labelling the start of each 
year (January) with the year number, and then including intervals every 3 months with the month name 
(so April, July, and October) and we found that this made it generally much simpler to follow the data. By 
far the biggest piece of feedback we received was that it was difficult to determine which airport 
corresponded with what color and that we should include a legend to simplify this. As we had it before, 
the streamgraph itself was labelled with the 3 letter airport code on each colored section. People had 
issues with this since the labels were scattered throughout the visualization rather than all being in one 
place and some of them could get difficult to read when they were in thin sections of the streamgraph. 
People also disliked the 3 letter airport codes since people don’t typically know the abbreviation for their 
local airports off the top of their head. So, we added a legend in on the side of the visualizations and that 
could easily be followed to find which color represented which airport. We also opted to remove the 
labels on the streamgraph itself entirely since they made it look fairly messy and they were redundant 
with the legend there anyway. To get the names of the airports rather than simply the abbreviations, we 
added code to the parser that went through the file listing which abbreviation was for which airport and 
used this info to create a more intuitive legend that had actual airport names and not just 3 letter codes. 
Obviously though, we didn’t add a legend for the all airport visualization since the legend would be 
enormous and it would do very little seeing as there are about 50 shades of each color in that 
visualization. Since the bigger visualizations were only intended to pick out overall trends, we opted to 
not include a legend for those and to use the legend just for the New York airport visuals. 
 
Implementation: 
 

The technical implementations did not utilize D3, as we wished to avoid using D3 due to prior 
experiences. In addition, since our data wasn’t being dynamically updated (last update was beginning of 
this year), we felt as though we did not need to make the data pull information from the website, as it 
would only need to update once every year. Most of the data parsing and preprocessing was done in a 
C++ script for the LineUp app, as many of the lines randomly were missing data or simply created lines 
of data without any information behind it. The script I wrote filtered all of those lines with bad data 
(perhaps creating a source of error), and sorted many of the numbers into larger categories, clearing up a 
large amount of clutter and making the whole ranking look much more visually appealing. Otherwise, 
LineUp was a fairly simple program to use, and the data was provided by a government website, which 
needed a decent amount of preprocessing in order to be useful, especially with the numerous amounts of 
errors within the file itself. 
 

The technical implementation of the streamgraph section was slightly more intricate. This 
involved first writing 2 python scripts, one that slowly went through almost 30 million lines of individual 
flight data and recording the necessary information on a month by month basis for each airport, and 
another that took that information and converted it into the various csv files that would go into the 
streamgraph generation tool. Once that was done, each visualization had to be run through the 
streamgraph generation tool and then the legend had to be manually edited into the image to make the 
final visualization. The most challenging part of this section was the data collection and manipulation. 
The data was all available from the website mentioned in the references section, so we had to first go 



through and download the 60 csv files (1 for each month of data we were using) and then write the parsers 
necessary to process all that information. There were several lines of incomplete data that caused parsing 
issues and they were slow to find because of how slow it was to run the code each time to test it.  
 
Division of Work: 
 

For the division of work in this project the main way we split the work was each of us took 
charge of one of the ways we wanted to visualize this dataset. Casey took charge of the LineUp 
visualizations and was responsible for most of the work there and Euan took charge of the streamgraph 
visualizations and was responsible for most of the work in that section of the project. Other than that, we 
spent time working side by side to find the necessary data and write up the proposal at the start as well as 
for finalizing the visualizations and preparing the report and presentation at the end. Additionally, even 
though our project idea eventually changed, during the first week and a half, Casey spent a large amount 
of time trying to collect data on school closures and delays while Euan started working on finding and 
collecting data regarding weather in the Albany area over a long period of time. As mentioned we 
eventually had to abandon this idea but we figured we’d mention who did what work on that idea anyway. 
 

 


